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E-mail: Urgent Information for Flag FSMs

It is reported that this e-mail announcement was sent by Flag Service Org's Dir Clearing to Flag FSMs. Thanks for
posting, Lagniappe.
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From: Flag Service Org [mailto:infocenter@lists.scientology.net]
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2007
To: XX XX
Subject: URGENT INFORMATION FOR FLAG FSMs-FROM DIR CLEARING FSO Wayne Baumgarten
AN URGENT MESSAGE FOR ALL FLAG FSMS
THE GOLDEN AGE OF KNOWLEDGE
LIMITED TIME OFFER AUDITORS DAY EVENT
COMPLETE YOUR BASICS PACKAGE
Dear XX XX,
The release of the Basics books and lectures at the OT Summit 2007
precipitated a tidal wave of wins resulting from Scientologists
obtaining pure 100% Source
from the Basics books and lectures that
form the research and development of Dianetics to Scientology and,
hence, the very foundation of The Bridge.
However, even though the number of books and lectures into the hands
of Scientologists is at an all-time high, it was recently found that
many had not been informed of the advantages of obtaining the full
materials package, resulting in them obtaining only the Books Package
and putting off getting their lectures until a later date.
By public
survey, they were not aware of the amount of discount they lost by not
buying the complete package (both books and lectures). While it is
certainly true that a chronological study of the books - in their now
complete and on-Source form - brings about a level of understanding
not previously available, the companion lectures bring it to a level
of full 3-dimensional conceptual understanding.
Indeed, people who
are availing themselves of the full books and lectures lineup
repeatedly state in their success stories that having now listened to
the lectures in conjunction with reading the book, the cannot imagine
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any Scientologist not availing themselves of doing the full books and
lectures lineup. Factually these materials have never before been
available - the books having been alter-ised and the lectures never
before released in any form.
Therefore, to make all of these materials available to those
Scientologists who may not have been aware of the discount available
by purchasing their full Books and Lecture Package at once, this
special discount is being made available for a limited time only.
LIMITED TIME OFFER
A)
For any Scientologist who purchased the entire Books Package (but
not Lectures Package), they may now obtain the Lectures Package at the
full discount they would have received had they purchased them at the
same time as the books - 25%.
B)
For any Scientologist who purchased the entire Books Package,
but only some of the lectures, they may now obtain the remainder of
the Lectures Package at the full discount they would have received had
they purchased the entire Books and Lectures Package - 25%.
C)
For any Scientologist who only purchased a limited quantity of
books with their accompanying lectures, they may purchase the
remainder of the set (it must be all remaining books and lectures they
had not purchased) and are eligible for the same 25% discount had they
purchased the entire package at once.
Note: This offer is NOT applied to those individuals who are newly
donating for their materials. It applies only to those
individuals
who have already purchased some part of the Basics, but who did not
take advantage of the discount offered for the full Books and Lectures
Package (prior to 8 September 2007). All new donations after 8
September may only have the standard discounts applied as covered in
the public donations rate card for these materials.
The purpose of this limited time offer is to help each and every
public complete their full Basics Books and Lectures Package and avail
themselves of this entire body of LRH technology.
As all Scientologists were briefed at the OT Summit announcing the
Basics, these books and lectures form the foundation of The Bridge.
Further, these books and lectures form the foundation for all future
study. Be it the auditor training route or the preclear route, each
one of these books and their accompanying course are an integral part
of everyone's Bridge progress.
For the individual who moves on to
train as an auditor, the books and their Extension Course (or,
preferably, Book and Lecture Course) are a component part of that
auditor training. And, for the public moving up the processing side of
The Bridge who wish to "fly solo," all of the books are an integral
part of Solo Auditor course Part I training.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR FSMS
As an FSM you share the responsibility to get others started on this
route. To get people you know started now, it is important that they
understand what has been done to make the materials available and
accessible.
As was announced by COB RTC at the OT Summit Basics release, all new
production lines were established at Golden Era Productions (for
compact disks) and Publications Organizations (for books) to bring
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these materials to the public at the highest quality and the lowest
cost to the public. Some datums you may not be aware of are as
follows:
The cost of lectures is less than it cost the public to purchase them
the year they were delivered. By way of example: To purchase an
individual LRH lecture in 1954, the cost was $25. The cost to purchase
that same lecture today, on compact disk and with full transcript and
glossary, is almost half that price.
Even with lectures now available at this low cost (the price they pay
with no discount) when one takes advantage of the Books and Lectures
package (and the 25% discount) one is actually getting 88 lectures for
free.
And finally, the cost to purchase all books, (now fully available in
their fully on-Source form, with complete glossaries that define
virtually every word an individual may have to look up), and all
accompanying LRH lectures (many never before available, all of them on
compact disk with full transcripts and glossaries defining every
imaginable misunderstood), it is less than the cost of purchasing just
the Philadelphia Doctorate Course lectures on cassette tape 15 years
ago!
SPECIAL OFFER
This special limited time offer is effective immediately and will
expire on 27 September 2007.
Therefore, immediately get the following done:
1.
Make a list of any of your selectees who have bought only part
of the Basics.
2.
Contact them and let them know that for this very limited
time, they will be eligible for this special 25% discount. Inform them
of the information above as to the benefits of obtaining the entire
Books and Lectures Package (in terms of the full importance of
studying the books and lectures). THE REASON THIS HAS BEEN DONE, FOR A
LIMITED TIME ONLY, IS SO THAT EVERY ONE OF THEM CAN OBTAIN ALL OF THE
MATERIALS COMPRISING THE BASICS AND BENEFIT FROM THIS HISTORIC
RELEASE.
3.
Get your selectees the materials. IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO
"OVERSELL" OR "OVERSTATE" THE IMPORTANCE OF THESE MATERIALS. ANY
SCIENTOLOGIST WHO BEGINS THEIR STUDY OF THESE MATERIALS WOULD SAY THE
SAME THING: THE BASICS ARE WHAT YOU NEED. No matter where the person
is on The Bridge, the preceding statement applies. THESE BOOKS AND
LECTURES ARE THE THING THAT EVERY SCIENTOLOGIST NEEDS. IF THEY WANT TO
GO CLEAR, THIS IS WHAT THEY NEED. IF THEY WANT TO BE AN AUDITOR, THIS
IS WHAT THEY NEED. IF THEY WANT TO GO OT, THIS IS WHAT THEY NEED, NO
MATTER THEIR CURRENT TRAINING LEVEL, CASE LEVEL, THIS IS WHAT THEY
NEED!
Our Orgs are purveyors of knowledge. With the full Basics books and
lectures now available, there are no Scientologists who can't avail
themselves of this knowledge. Your job is to get it into their hands
and get them started. We want a Cleared planet. This is the start of
the big push that will make it a reality. Do so!
This e-mail was sent to you by the Church of Scientology Flag Service
Organization, 503 Cleveland Street, Clearwater, Florida 33755.
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If you
do not wish to receive further e-mails click here to unsubscribe.

© 2007 CSFSO All Rights Reserved. The Bridge, Dianetics, Scientology,
LRH, OT and Flag are trademarks and service marks owned by Religious
Technology Center and are used with its permission. SCIENTOLOGIST is a
collective membership mark designating members of the affiliated
churches and missions of Scientology. Services relating to Scientology
religious philosophy are delivered throughout the world exclusively by
licensees of the Church of Scientology International with the
permission of Religious Technology Center, holder of the SCIENTOLOGY
and DIANETICS trademarks.
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